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In Supermarket Mania the cart is your prime tool. With five main and one bonus storage
compartments you'll be able to carry, sort, and replenish goods for your customers. Hire vehicles and
upgrade them to make your trips, deliveries, and shopping faster, more efficient, and fun. The Manic

Time Management game Supermarket Mania is all about competing with players from across the
globe on the leaderboards to see who can earn the most coins. The game offers 50 levels in which
you'll need to scale the ranks to become your rivals Number 1. Who doesn't love a juicy story? In

Supermarket Mania there's one. Meet Nikki, a bright eyed young co-worker who is a contestant on
the reality television show "Supermarket Managers". The entire event serves as the background of
the game and your main point of reference for progressing through gameplay. Nikki is the highlight

of the game - this is her story. The Fast-paced fun arcade game Supermarket Mania is a time
management game where you can help Kate succeed in her quest to take over the supermarket by

earning coins to upgrade shelves, buy carts, improve machines, and expand coolers. Hire employees
to make the store run more efficiently. In the Manic Time Management game Supermarket Mania

there's one. Meet Nikki, a bright eyed young co-worker who is a contestant on the reality television
show "Supermarket Managers". The entire event serves as the background of the game and your

main point of reference for progressing through gameplay. Nikki is the highlight of the game - this is
her story. In the Fast-paced fun arcade game Supermarket Mania is a time management game
where you can help Kate succeed in her quest to take over the supermarket by earning coins to
upgrade shelves, buy carts, improve machines, and expand coolers. Hire employees to make the

store run more efficiently.
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